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By DANNY PARISI

As millennials grow into the dominant consumer base in the global market, their proclivity for digital platforms is
changing the way luxury brands market to their demographic.

According to data from the Shullman Research Center, digital platforms are the most preferred ad channels for
luxury buyers, and they are significantly more popular among the affluent than the wealthy.The Shullman Research
Center attributes this to the presence of millennials in the affluent market segment.

"Digital platforms are becoming more important to luxury brands as the years go by," said Bob Shullman, founder
and CEO of the Shullman Research Center, Greenwich, CT.

"Millennials who are the 'digital' natives and live with their smartphones are currently more predisposed to use
digital platforms, even for consumption of TV programming, and are now becoming more important to luxury
brands as they are currently tending to buy more 'affordable' luxuries," he said.

"As [millennials] mature and their disposable incomes grow, they will become even more important to luxury
brands as the boomers who currently buy fewer luxuries grow older and continue to decrease in numbers and
eventually no longer are buying much of anything."

Affluents and wealthy

Even among the wealthiest consumers there exist divisions. For this report from the Shullman Research Center,
affluents are defined as those with an income of more than $100,000 per year whereas wealthy are those with an
income of more than $1 million.

Among affluents, who tend to be younger and therefore have accrued less wealth, digital platforms are dominant in
a way that they are not for the wealthy, which tends to have more older members.
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As millennials have grown up with Facebook and digital life, they are more comfortable with those platforms as
vehicles for engaging with luxury brands.

For example, 48 percent of affluents said they had engaged with a luxury brand's Web site in the past 30 days, while
only 28 percent of wealthy consumers did the same.
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One of the most notable statistics of the report has to do with the average price of purchases between wealthy and
affluent consumers.

Wealthy and affluent buyers tend to spend similar amounts on things, with an understandable preference for more
affordable purchases from affluents and more expensive purchases from the wealthy.

But in the middle is where there is the most disparity, with only 25 percent of affluents buying something between
$1,000 and $5,000 in the last 30 days and 47 percent of the wealthy doing the same. For comparison, all other price
ranges have the two groups within a few percentage points of each other.

This can be attributed to the wealthy's comfort with regularly making moderately expensive purchases in addition to
large ones, while the affluent tend to either buy affordable or go all out and buy something ultra expensive, and
saving money in the middle.

"The wealthy consumers with have at least $1 million or more in liquid assets are notably less 'cash' constrained
than the affluent consumers," Mr. Shullman said.

"As such, they are conceptually able to buy and do buy more of the luxury categories that tend to be more expensive
such as luxury cruises/vacations, fine watches or jewelry, designer clothing and accessories, home furnishings and
luxury automobiles," he said.

"Plus when the wealthy actually buy luxuries, they can and do spend more on the actual luxury product or service
they buy than the affluents typically do."

Generational divide
The difference between the two groups is also cultural as well as economic.

For example, between average consumers and affluent consumers, activities such as going to the movies, reading
books, attending sports games and cooking for fun are all quite popular. These more mundane tasks still hold their
appeal for affluents.

However, moving up to wealthy consumers, many of these familiar activities fall off. While an average 44 million
affluent consumers regularly go to the movies, only 25 million wealthy customers do (see story).
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Other disparities exist in behavior, such as preferences for American products, following business-related news and
most notably, whether consumers buy the same brands their parents bought, which the wealthy overwhelmingly do.

"A good number of the current wealthy grew up in wealthy families and have been consuming the brands the parents
bought for their entire lives," Mr. Shullman said. "For many of them buying what their parents bought clearly is a
'good' habit."
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